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Queensland Report  

After 2 and half month on students exchanges in Melbourne which supported by Camberwell 

Rotary Club ,I have an opportunities to travel to Brisbane for more studied about agriculture 

and production, on that opportunities I was able to saw how result of farming goes to the 

production company and Market. 

These are the Agriculture and production activities that I involved as a learner during 2 

weeks. 

1. VegPro4 (www.vegpro4.com.au) 

 Pell  

 Dice 

 Saute 

 Slice 

 Blanch 

 Frouzen 

3. Strawberry farm. 

When I was at strawberry farm I had talked more about life of east Timor and famer, it was a 

great opportunity for me to express my though about life in the village and The result of 

conversation is showing me a great result which the farmer wants to help school with water 

pump and its great effort to children at school so they able to have water at their school and 

they are not carrying water with them any more to school for school feeding, also access to 

toilet. This exchange study that I had from Rotary it’s not only worth for the farmer or myself 

but it also benefit to the primary school by pumping water from spring to the school.  

 

 

 

4. George Terrace College 

2. CHICKEN FACTORY 

http://www.vegpro4.com.au/


 

 
 

Besides of those activity that I had mention above ,I also able to meet with school principal, 

Teacher ,students, parents that I had met before when I was working with Cristian Brother in 

East Timor few years ago. 

Terrace College is one of school who always brought student to the village as an immersion 

group in every year before the coved 19.During that meeting at terrace college which 

involved Edmund Rice foundation leader by zoom, I proposed to the school to keep the 

program running again, because it will be a good benefit to students from both sides and also 

bring in income to those families who involved in homestay program in the village, After the 

meeting, the families who I stayed with organise me to meet with some family who came to 

Timor before .it was a great changes for me to tell them about the progress of education and 

etc, but I also invade them to come and have journey around the village and have look at 

those project that done by them in few years ago with Cristian Brother. 

 

 

 

 

Photo after vegpro4 Production 
The supporter of livelihood program in a village 

few years ago (TTN). 

                   Terrace students           TEACHER &PRINCIPAL 

Dear. 

 on this report I have written based on what I had learn during 2 weeks in Brisbane and it’s not perfect, I notes that 

some of my spelling and grammar are not in a correct ways, but I am very pleased with everything that I learn so 

far, without the support from Rotary Camberwell I could not able to gain any of those experience from Melbourne 

and Brisbane in my life.  

Thank you very much and gods bless you. 

     Norberto Soares Da cruz 

              16/11/2022 


